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Three-time Grammy Award-winning saxophonist and NEA Jazz Master, 
BRANFORD MARSALIS headlines this program showcasing the unique 
intersections of jazz and classical composition technique. Duke Ellington's 
Three Black Kings uses rhythmic dance with stylistic elements of jazz and 
gospel to paint a portrait of Balthazaar (King of the Magi), King 
Solomon, and Martin Luther King. The intersections continue with Aaron 
Copland, who fused together distinctly American sounds with the 
traditions of European masters when he wrote his Third Symphony at the 
end of World War II.

ELLINGTON Three Black Kings
S. BEAMISH Under the Wing of the Rock:
  Saxophone Concerto No. 2
WILLIAMS Escapades
COPLAND Symphony No. 3

Encore performance at Paramount Theatre on Saturday, March 11

Tickets On Sale Now: ArtsIowa.com|319-366-8203
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A FuN, surprisiNG FAcT AbouT you.
I used to host a children’s television show, “Kidz Korner,” on Cox Cable.

WhAT GAzeTTe sTory Are you mosT prouD oF?  
Sharing Orchestra Iowa’s post-flood business model, which garnered 
international attention and a Los Angeles Press Association award. I’m 
proud to help spread the word about our vibrant arts scene.  
We do not live in a fly-over state! We have wonderful talent, wonderful 
audiences and wonderful venues – and draw wonderful talent from 
around the globe.

Where cAN We FiND you ouTsiDe oF Work?
In an audience somewhere, watching some amazing art unfold!

Diana nOLLEn |  Gazette Journalist

http://artsiowa.com/tickets/concerts/marsalis-in-iowa/
www.thegazette.com/
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Dear Friends, 

When I began thinking about what to write for this issue of Overture Magazine, 
I was lacking the cheery optimism and exuberance I usually feel at the start of a 
new Orchestra Iowa season. I couldn’t shake the gloom of relentless news reports 
describing angry protests, police shootings, terrorist attacks, and political bombast. 
To counter the glut of horrific news and try to regain my emotional ballast, I needed 
some reassurance of our shared human intelligence, aspirations, and goodwill. I 
found that reassurance listening to music.

There is something about music that just can’t be put into words – something beyond 
simple entertainment. It reaches in and touches our human-ness. When music turns 
into living communication between people, it can help rectify whatever troubles us. 
Live music is not so much a luxury to be enjoyed on special occasions, as much as a 
balm that soothes our weary human spirit.

Music has all sorts of stories to tell us, if we are willing to listen with an open 
heart and unlocked ears. It awakens emotional responses that touch our deepest 
compassions. Cultures around the world use music to channel the full range of 
human emotions, from the joy of falling in love, to the sorrow of suffering grief. What 
moves us most is not so much the piece of music itself, but the human expressiveness 
and intensity that is conveyed when it’s played. 

Orchestras provide comfort in the way they know best, by making music that 
connects with the hearts of their listeners. Orchestra Iowa tells us stories eloquently 
through music, ones that will stir our emotions and restore our spirit.  I, for one, will 
be listening.
 

Pat Hanick
Chair of the Board
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Welcome to our 95th Season! 

Wow – what a season it’s going to be. With Masterworks concerts featuring NEA Jazz Master 
and five-time Grammy Award winner Branford Marsalis and Bach’s magnificent B Minor 
Mass in honor of the 500th Anniversary of the Reformation, Orchestra Iowa will touch all 
corners of Eastern Iowa with history’s greatest music that continues to stand the test of time. 

We are also excited to offer Pops and Paramount Presents concerts for new audiences 
to explore the music of rock (Journey Tribute on February 18-19), country (Vince Gill on 
October 19), Broadway (Wicked Divas on October 29-30), and film (John Williams on May 
18-19). I can’t imagine a musical preference that isn’t covered in our season! Add to that 
collaborative performances with the Joffrey Ballet at Hancher, Ballet Quad Cities, Cedar 
Rapids Opera Theatre, and chamber music with a special theatrical presentation of Igor 
Stravinsky’s The Soldier’s Tale, and we are confident that the year will provide thousands of 
memorable stories for our audience members to share with friends and family.

Perhaps as notable as what is happening on stage, is what happens off. Before concerts at 
the Paramount Theatre, look for special add-on experiences that are designed to bring a 
unique twist to your evening. These may include performances of local youth ensembles, 
instrument petting zoos, themed parties, specialty drinks at Opus, or beer tastings in the 
lobby. And don’t miss Maestro Tim Hankewich’s standing-room-only Insights presentation 
before every Masterworks concert. Insights start 45-minutes before the concert and gives 
audiences a unique look into the lives and careers of the featured guest performers.

As you sit and listen to the music this year, I urge you to consider what these experiences 
mean to you. Perhaps your story is how you escape a stressful day at the office to be swept 
away by the sounds of uplifting music. Or maybe it reminds you of how a child’s eyes light 
up on hearing a favorite song. Whatever your reactions are, I hope you will take a moment 
this year and share it with a friend, family member, or colleague. Your story is the reason we 
exist, and it reminds us of what Orchestra Iowa’s true impact in the community looks like.

Thank you for exploring music with us this season!

Jeffrey D. Collier

LETTER FROM THE CEO JEFFREY COLLIER
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- intermission -

The Star-Spangled Banner 

Chicken Reel 

Suite from Billy the Kid

American Gothic
I.  On a Roll
II.  Winter Dreams
III.  Pitchfork

Pictures at an Exhibition 

arr. DAMROSCH 

Leroy ANDERSON  

Aaron COPLAND 

Michael DAUGHERTY  

Modest MUSSORGSKY
orch. Maurice RAVEL 

Saturday, September 17, 2016, 7:00 PM   Brucemore Lawn

95TH SEASON OPENER

BRUCEMORCHESTRA
TIMOTHY HANKEWICH MUSIC DIRECTOR 

MIKE MAAS QUINTET GUEST BAND
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had instilled in him a mastery of form and counterpoint, 
yet he found himself returning to an America caught up, 
momentarily, with jazz and prosperity. 

Then came 1929. The Depression had a notable impact 
on Copland, the shy, brilliant son of a Lithuanian-Jewish 
department-store owner: Like many musicians he was 
moved by the innovations of the early 20th century but 
also by the notion of Gebrauchtsmusik established by 
Hindemith and others—the idea of writing accessible music 
that could be used and appreciated by anyone. Copland’s 
genius was to build an approachable style that remained 
intellectually rigorous yet true to the directness and clarity 
of the Boulanger school—“to see if I couldn’t say what I 
had to say in the simplest possible terms,” as the composer 
wrote. 

During the ’30s and early ’40s Copland managed to merge 
European tradition with a sense of the broad, wind-swept 
landscapes of the New World, in works such as El Salón 
México, Fanfare for the Common Man, Quiet City and film 
scores (Of Mice and Men, Our Town). Dance innovators 
of this period were especially keen to work with Copland, 
and American dance was forever altered by Rodeo (created 
in collaboration with Agnes de Mille) and Appalachian 
Spring (Martha Graham). Before either of these, however, 
came Billy the Kid (1938), a ballet commissioned by Lincoln 
Kirstein for what was then called Ballet Caravan, one of the 
precursors of New York City Ballet. 

Copland’s score utilizes folk songs and cowboy tunes to 
tell a sort of idealized version of the life of Billy the Kid, 
with a scenario based loosely on Walter Noble Burns’ 1925 
book The Saga of Billy the Kid—which portrays the Kid as 
a sort of dashing “bad-boy” battling corrupt landowners 
and government officials. Ballet Caravan’s 1938 premiere, 
in Chicago, was accompanied by a two-piano version of 
the score that Copland later orchestrated. The New York 
premiere was in May 1939, with the orchestral score 
conducted by Fritz Kitzinger. 

In 1939 the composer created a 20-minute concert suite 
from the half-hour ballet. The titles provide a rough outline 
of the story, from the expansive harmonies of “The Open 
Prairie” to the strolling rhythms of “Street in a Frontier 
Town” and the “Mexican Dance and Finale.” “Prairie Night” 
begins tranquilly but pans to a “Card Game at Night (Billy 
and His Sweetheart)” and an inevitable (and musically 
explicit) “Gun Battle.” The “Celebration (after Billy’s 
Capture),” with vaguely muted ebullience, gives way to a 
surprising bit of tristesse at “Billy’s Death.” As if resigned 
to the violence that characterized the settling of the West, 
the reprise of “The Open Prairie” strikes a fragile balance 
between triumph and tragic melancholy. 

Chicken Reel
Leroy Anderson (1908-1975)

We often undervalue composers of light music, forgetting 
that it can take as much mastery to write a perfectly 
balanced march or waltz as it does a perfect symphony. 
(Brahms himself, a longtime friend of Johann Strauss, Jr., 
once said that he’d have given anything to have composed 
On the Beautiful, Blue Danube.) Leroy Anderson was a 
sort of American Strauss, a classically trained keyboardist, 
conductor and arranger who had all the compositional 
chops of his contemporaries but took an alternative path. 
Born in Cambridge, Mass., of Swedish-born parents, he 
studied composition at Harvard with Walter Piston, Edward 
Burlingame Hill and George Enescu and worked toward a 
Ph.D. before serving in World War II and Korea. 

Anderson wrote a few hit-parade songs and composed 
music for the Broadway show Goldilocks; later he even tried 
his hand at a “serious” Piano Concerto (written in 1953 but 
withdrawn). But it was his association with Arthur Fiedler 
and the Boston Pops Orchestra that sent Anderson down 
a path of almost inadvertent immortality. His uncanny 
mastery of orchestration can doubtless be traced back to his 
formal training, but his musical sense of humor was all his 
own. The freshness of his orchestrations inspired Fiedler 
to solicit arrangements as early as the 1930s, but it was not 
until the late 1940s and ’50s that Anderson began writing 
the pieces for which he is best known: The Syncopated 
Clock, The Typewriter, Fiddle-Faddle and of course the 
tune without which no holiday is complete, Sleigh Ride.

Chicken Reel actually had its origins in a piano rag by 
Joseph M. Daly, which first appeared in 1910 and was 
published as a song by Joseph Mittenthal the following 
year (with slightly absurdist lyrics). Anderson created his 
vigorous yet transparent arrangement for Fiedler in 1946, 
retaining the tune’s witty mood but not overlooking its 
barnyard connections. 

Suite from Billy the Kid
Aaron Copland (1900-1990)

When Aaron Copland returned to the United States from 
Paris in the mid-1920s, he entered what he called a “period 
of austerity,” during which he explored 12-tone composition 
and other techniques at the edge of the avant-garde. His 
studies with Nadia Boulanger at the Fontainebleau School 

BRUCEMORCHESTRA
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rural Iowa. Just as Grant Wood simplified elements 
of the Iowa landscape, the music rolls along in a 
continuous ascending and descending melody that 
moves from one instrument to the other. 
 
2. Winter Dreams is inspired by the bleak winter 
scenes of rural Iowa depicted in Grant Wood’s black 
and white lithographs of the 1930’s. The violins play 
a haunting melody in harmonics and the cellos 
respond with a melancholy countermelody, evoking 
a cold winter wind whistling down the valley. 

3. Pitchfork, the title of the third movement, 
refers to the pitchfork gripped by the dour farmer 
who stands alongside his spinster daughter in 
Grant Wood’s painting, American Gothic. A quirky 
melody played by the woodwinds is punctuated by 
spiky chords in the brass section, and bluegrass 
riffs in the string section. Like the gothic window 
in the background of Grant Wood’s painting, this 
movement is a window into my contemporary 
musical vision of American Gothic.

Full program notes for American Gothic can be found 
online at orchestraiowa.org.

Pictures at an Exhibition 
Modest Mussorgsky (1839-1881) / orch. Maurice Ravel

Pictures at an Exhibition was born in a fit of elation over the 
success of Mussorgsky’s opera Boris Godunov, which was 
finally performed at the Mariinsky Theater in February 
1874 after four years of demoralizing rejections. This rare 
moment of public and official approval (for a piece now 
considered the greatest Russian opera of all) inspired a 
burst of creativity in the 35-year-old Mussorgsky, the fruits 

American Gothic
Michael Daugherty (b. 1954)

Embraced with affection and pride by Cedar Rapids as a 
native son, Michael Daugherty is known as one of the most 
adventurous, accomplished and intellectually invigorating 
composers today—and one of the most frequently 
performed. His American Gothic joins a long line of iconic 
works that have redefined classical music’s relationship 
both to pop culture and other forms of art. The Grammy 
Award-winning composer studied at Pierre Boulez’ IRCAM 
in Paris and later at Yale University. Later he sought further 
inspiration from jazz master Gil Evans and studied with 
György Ligeti in Hamburg. In 1991, he joined the faculty of 
the University of Michigan. 

Daugherty came to international attention in the 1990s 
with his Metropolis Symphony (based on the Superman 
stories) and Dead Elvis; with chamber works Sing Sing:  
J. Edgar Hoover  and Elvis Forever;  and with the path-forging 
opera  Jackie O. American Gothic  was commissioned by 
Orchestra Iowa and first performed here under its Music 
Director, Timothy Hankewich, on May 4, 2013. 

The following commentary is from the composer: 
American Gothic for orchestra is a contemporary 
musical reflection on the creative world of Iowa 
artist, Grant Wood (1891-1942). Composed in 
memory of my father, Willis Daugherty (1929-2011), 
the music also reflects on the years I grew up in 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

I first became aware of Grant Wood when I was a 
ten-year-old boy enrolled in art classes at the old 
Cedar Rapids Public Library (now the Cedar Rapids 
Museum of Art). Prominently displayed in the room 
where we learned to draw and paint was Grant 
Wood’s original painting of his mother, entitled 
Woman with Plant (1928). I realized that Grant 
Wood was everywhere in Cedar Rapids and often 
rode my bicycle past the artist’s studio at 5 Turner 
Alley, where Grant Wood created his most famous 
painting, American Gothic (1930).

In 2012, I returned to Cedar Rapids to revisit the 
small towns of Eastern Iowa. I drove along the back 
roads and farms where my father grew up, and 
where Grant Wood found inspiration for the people 
and places captured in his art. All the while, I was 
collecting musical ideas and mental images to create 
an emotional framework for my composition.

1. On a Roll features a rollicking melody with 
colorful orchestration, suggesting the vivid colors 
and dynamic curves of Grant Wood’s paintings of 

www.honkamp.com/
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of which were two peerless song cycles (Sunless and Songs 
and Dances of Death) and the astonishingly innovative 
Pictures at an Exhibition for piano.  

In the spring of 1874, still aglow with his operatic success, 
Mussorgsky visited an exhibition of watercolors, sketches 
and costume designs by his friend Viktor Hartmann, an 
artist and architect who had died the year before at the 
age of 39. Though historians have proclaimed some of 
Hartmann’s images of dubious merit, the works sparked 
something profound in Mussorgsky, who wrote his piano 
suite during three weeks of furious activity that June. 

“Sounds and ideas have been hanging in the air,” he wrote 
to a friend “I am devouring them ... I barely have time to 
scribble them onto paper.” He composed the pieces in 
order, dating the work’s completion June 22, 1874. As a 
piano work it remains virtually without peer, fiendishly 
difficult yet pointedly pianistic. But in the same way 
that many have misunderstood Mussorgsky’s innovative 
orchestral style (wantonly re-orchestrating at the drop of 
a hat), the singular nature of his piano writing has tricked 
many into thinking it clumsy. Many listeners prefer the 
piano version, yet several composers have orchestrated 
Pictures, occasionally to brilliant effect. Ravel’s 1922 
version, produced on commission from conductor 
Serge Koussevitzsky, has become the most-performed 
orchestration among many.  

Each piece in Pictures portrays one of 10 of Hartmann’s 
images. A series of “intermezzos,” as Musorgsky himself 
suggested, is interspersed among the pictures to 
represent the attendees walking around the exhibit. The 
composition begins with the stately “Promenade” theme, 
which reappears three more times. “Gnomus” presents 
a nutcracker resembling a wizened old gnome. “The Old 
Castle” is a watercolor of an ancient palace in front of 
which a troubadour sings a ballad, the latter represented 
by a memorable alto saxophone solo.

“Tuileries” is a scherzo-like movement that illustrates 
children playing in a Parisian park. A Polish wagon and 
oxen are shown in “Bydlo,” and a dance of eggs with legs 
is the subject of the “Ballet of the Chicks in Their Shells.” 
The satiric “Samuel Goldenberg and Schmuyle” is followed 
by the chattering “Limoges: The Market.” “The Catacombs” 
is inspired by a picture of a figure with a lantern (said to be 
Hartmann himself) exploring the tunnels under Paris. “The 
Hut on Fowl’s Legs” is the home of Baba Yaga, the Russian 
witch who lived in a house with chicken legs. “The Great 
Gate at Kiev,” Hartmann’s proposed architectural sketch 
for a massive new gate for the city’s entrance, inspired the 
noisy, virtuosic finale. 

Program Notes by Paul Horsley

HELPFUL MUSIC TERMS

CONCERT SUITE: A set of pieces from a larger work, usually 
an opera or ballet, that is extracted for concert performance 
by an orchestra without dancers or singers

COUNTERPOINT: A practice in which differing melodies are 
played in conjunction with one another, following established 
rules of harmony and texture

HARMONY: The use of simultaneous pitches/notes or chords

INTERMEZZO: A short instrumental movement in an opera 
or other musical works that connects two larger movements 
or sections

RHYTHM: The “beat of music” or the regular patter of notes

SCHERZO: A vigorous, light or playful composition

ORCHESTRATION: Taking music designed for smaller forces 
(like a keyboard) and scoring it for full orchestra

https://www.bankerstrust.com/
http://rsmus.com/
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The 2016-17 season marks Timothy Hankewich’s eleventh year as the 
Music Director of Orchestra Iowa. Hankewich, who is popular with 
audiences and critics alike, has earned an outstanding reputation as 
a maestro whose classical artistry is as inspiring as his personality 
is engaging. Recent guest appearances have included performances 
with the Victoria Symphony as well as a tour throughout the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia with the Moravian Philharmonic and the Slovak 
State Orchestra. In September of 2014, Orchestra Iowa under Maestro 
Hankewich’s direction released it’s first ever commercial recording 
featuring composer Michael Daugherty’s American Gothic. 

While in Iowa, Maestro Hankewich led his organization through 
a catastrophic flood in 2008 and raised it to new heights of artistic 
accomplishment and financial security. He helped restore its damaged 
performance venue, aided in the reconstruction of its offices, and 
helped implement a new successful business model allowing the 
orchestra to grow. Because of these achievements, he has been asked 
to advise boards of directors of other orchestras on how to achieve 
meaningful artistic and financial health in the wake of a crisis.

Prior to his position with Orchestra Iowa, Mr. Hankewich served as 
the Resident Conductor of the Kansas City Symphony for seven years. 
He has held additional staff conducting positions with the Oregon 
Symphony, Indianapolis Symphony and the Evansville Philharmonic. 
Winner of the prestigious Aspen Conducting Award in 1997, 
Hankewich has enjoyed appearing often as a guest conductor, leading 
such organizations as Orchestra London, the Kitchener-Waterloo 
Symphony, as well as the Windsor, Santa Rosa, Indianapolis, Oregon 
and China Broadcasting Symphony Orchestras. 

Timothy Hankewich is a native of Dawson Creek, British Columbia 
and is married to his wife Jill, a pharmacist. He graduated from the 
University of Alberta, earning his bachelor of music degree with 
honors in piano performance under Professor Alexandra Munn, and 
a master’s degree in choral conducting under the direction of Dr. 
Leonard Ratzlaff. He received his doctorate in instrumental and opera 
conducting from Indiana University, where his primary teachers 
were Imre Pallo and Thomas Baldner. His studies have also included 
summers in Vienna and Aspen where he worked under the tutelage of 
Maestros David Zinman, Bruno Weill, Yuri Temirkanov, Robert Spano, 
Michael Stern, Murray Sidlin, Julius Rudel, James DePreist, and  
James Conlon. 

MUSIC DIRECTOR TIMOTHY HANKEWICH
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Hsing-I Ho
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Principal
Phyllis Fleming Chair
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CLARINET
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Principal  
David & Ann Lawrence Chair
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Principal 
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TIMPANI
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* Posthumous Recognition
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I already had one year under my belt 
as Orchestra Iowa’s Assistant Principal 
Viola when the 2013-14 season began. 
Over the course of my second season 
with them, my innate desire to interact 
with the people I was performing with 
lead me to reconnect with a college 
roommate, befriend a fellow musician 
who now performs with the Chattanooga 
Symphony (where I also substitute 
regularly) and connect with a University 
of Iowa School of Music faculty member. 
My experience that season taught me 
something else I never learned in school 
– to be entrepreneur minded. Now, as 
I continue to grow in my career as a 
professional musician, I’m learning to 
combine networking and studio building 
skills to expand as a studio teacher. 
I’m also learning the importance of 
connecting with communities in which 
I perform and I perform in a lot of 
different places.

The willingness and ability to travel 
was another unknown as I started my 
journey as a freelance musician. Luckily, 
I’m a natural explorer and look forward 
to traveling. There is a part of me that 
has a passion to see the vastness of the 
country, so I don’t mind trekking from 
my home in Chicago to different towns 
where I play. A “foodie” at heart, I use 
my love of cultural cuisines to help me 
cope with the long and tiring hours spent 
commuting. I also use it as a way to take 
in my surrounding scenery and learn 
more about the community I am visiting. 
My wanderlust has taken me from the 
flat cornfields of the Midwest to the 
mountainous ranges of Tennessee, and 
from the Czech cuisine found in Cedar 
Rapids to southern style cooking of 
Chattanooga. It has also taken me back 
to my home country, where I was once 

I’ve always wanted to be an orchestra musician. I was never interested in 
competition or becoming a soloist, though both those careers may have proven 
to be equally as exciting. I wanted to be a part of something larger than myself; 
something I could share with others.

I remember as a young boy I would play Legos around the piano while my sister 
would practice. I enjoyed listening to the music so much that I would even tune 
into the classical radio station to fall asleep. When I was a little bit older, I had 
the chance to watch Leonard Bernstein conduct the Vienna Philharmonic during 
their performance of Schumann’s Symphony No. 1 and Mahler’s Symphony  
No. 2. Bernstein had so much passion and fervor; with every movement of his 
arms, the emotion became more inescapable. By the end of the performance, 
I was beyond excited. I knew then that I wanted to learn to play the violin and 
asked my parents to find me a teacher. What I didn’t know, however, was that the 
musical journey I was about to embark upon would shape my life forever. 

While in college, I mostly attended classes, studied for exams, and spent 
countless hours in self-practice preparing for concerts. I’ve always enjoyed 
the rehearsal process, though. The opportunity to perform with friends and 
colleagues afforded me the companionship of my fellow musicians, as we 
would get together after a concert to celebrate. I was unaware that this sort of 
socialization is often considered “networking,” and that it would prove to be 
extremely valuable throughout my career. Unfortunately, this isn’t something 
they spend much time talking about during class. 

Photo by  Daniel Swilley
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additional tasks like bowing, playing with the chamber group, or performing 
youth programs for the Orchestra’s education outreach initiatives. What 
impresses me the most about Orchestra Iowa is the variety of its seasons, ranging 
from symphonic sets to pops; operas to ballets. But I have also found myself 
relishing the opportunity to perform in those smaller ensembles.

The smaller Orchestra Iowa ensembles perform frequently as part of the Music 
in the School (MITS) program. This outreach program sends the musicians into 
the surrounding school districts to perform for the elementary students. MITS 
satisfies my need to explore and allows me to build a deeper connection to the 
larger corridor area. But it is the end of performances – the reactions and smiles 
from the students – that reminds me of my own excitement about classical music 
as a child.

Now as a tenured musician, I see the importance of my role as an ambassador 
of art and music. It is through performing with organizations such as Orchestra 
Iowa, that we are able to enrich the lives of local residents and beyond. Playing 
together, we have the opportunity to reach diverse groups of people and young 
children, educating them about the power of music. I hope to continue this 
mission and also to become more a part of the Eastern Iowa community.  

Article by Jenwei Yu  
Orchestra Iowa Assistant Principal Viola

honored to perform as guest principal 
viola with the National Symphony 
Orchestra of Taiwan. This particular trip 
let me reconnect with my heritage, and 
of course, devour delicious dishes of 
food! 

Although I enjoy traveling, I have found a 
special connection with the city of Cedar 
Rapids. Being an immigrant myself, and 
understanding firsthand how America 
is a melting pot of different cultures, 
I love that Iowa embraces its diversity 
of cultural heritages – especially when 
it comes to music. I keep reminding 
myself that well known composers 
such as Antonin Dvořák and Michael 
Daugherty have also spent a lot time 
in Iowa. Daugherty, a native of Cedar 
Rapids, is one of today’s most influential 
composers. And Dvořák, a traveler like 
myself, found a cure for his homesickness 
while spending time in Spillville’s 
immigrant Czech community. It was 
there he was inspired to compose famous 
works such as his New World Symphony 
and the American String Quartet.   

And it is here, in Cedar Rapids, that I get 
to do what I love the most: performing 
with my friends and colleagues in a 
symphony orchestra. My role demands 
flexibility. Sometimes I need to fill in 
for another musician, which requires 

Photo by Visions Photography

Orchestra Iowa’s Pied Piper Concert featuring the String Quartet - Photo by Justin Gingerich
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If you are a first-time concert attendee, it is likely that you have 
some questions about your upcoming evening at the orchestra. 
Even if you are a symphony season pro, with the many changes 
happening around the community it is a good idea to brush up 
on the basics. So here to help is a friendly guide to Orchestra 
Iowa’s most frequently asked questions – ensuring your time at 

the symphony is more enjoyable all year long! 
A sincere ‘thank you’ to models Kaitlin & Craig Byers and photographer Kate Allen.



Is the theater accessible to patrons with special needs?
Orchestra Iowa and its venue partners are committed to 
providing an environment that is welcoming to all patrons, and 
offer services such as special seating locations and assisted 
listening devices. For more information about accessible services 
or handicap parking locations, please contact the Ticket Office at 
319-366-8203 or via email at tickets@orchestraiowa.org.

Where can I park?
If attending a concert at the Paramount Theatre, street parking 
is limited but is free after 6pm on weekdays and all day on 
weekends.  There are also many lots and garages within just a few 
blocks of the theater. For information on parking locations and 
rates, please visit parkcedarrapids.com. 

The Orchestra also reminds its patrons to be mindful of the 
ever-changing road closures due to construction and highly 
recommends visiting cedar-rapids.org to search for “Paving for 
Progress” updates. 

For Iowa City and Coralville concerts, street parking is available 
around the downtown area and is free on Sundays. Most of the 
Orchestra’s partner venues offer free parking in their attached 
lots. For information on Iowa City road construction and closures, 
please visit icgov.org and search “Alerts.” 

When should I arrive?
Orchestra concerts generally start on time. With that in mind, 
allow for enough time to comfortably reach your seats, taking into 
consideration your parking options and if you will need to stop 
by Will Call to pick up your tickets. In general, it is recommended 
that you arrive at least 30 minutes prior to the concert start time.

What is your late seating policy?
Late seating is at the discretion of the house manager. Typically, 
late seating is permitted between movements or breaks between 
pieces. For patrons who arrive late to the Paramount, you can 
enjoy the performance from the screen in the Encore Lounge or 
listen to the broadcast throughout the lobby until you are able to 
be seated.

How long is a typical performance?
Program length varies, but a typical performance is about two 
hours, including one, 20-minute intermission. For exact times, 
please check with the Ticket Office.

Is it appropriate to applaud?
Absolutely! Audiences tend to wait until the end of a piece before 
clapping. Some pieces of music have movements or sections, and 
the orchestra often will pause between them. The audience holds 
their applause during these short breaks in music.



Are there places to eat near the theater?
There are many delicious places to dine in downtown Cedar 
Rapids and the Iowa City & Coralville areas! If going to the 
Paramount Theatre, try one of the newer restaurants in 
town like Black Sheep Social Club, Sauce Bar & Bistro, Popoli 
Ristorante, Bistro on the River or L’Auberge. We also recommend 
Stella in Iowa City and Chez Grace in Coralville. You can visit  
ArtsIowa.com for a full list of recommended restaurants. 

What is your food & drink policy inside  
the Paramount Theatre?
Refreshments are available for purchase at the Opus Concert 
Café, Encore Lounge, Capital Lounge and concession areas 
inside the lobby of the theater. While both light snacks and 
beverages are served, the Orchestra prohibits its patrons from 
bringing food into the theater during its Masterworks, Opera 
and Ballet concerts. Beverages are welcome during all concerts. 
All concessions areas accept both cash and credit payments. An 
ATM is located in the Encore Lounge for guests’ convenience.

How can I get ahold of the Arts Iowa Ticket Office?
The Ticket Office can be reached in person at 119 Third Ave SE, 
Cedar Rapids, via email at tickets@orchestraiowa.org, or by 
phone at 319-366-8203. Hours are as follows: Monday thru Friday, 
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and 3-hours prior to the start of any show.

What should I wear?
The key to choosing proper symphony attire is to be both 
comfortable and confident in your clothing choices. Many 
patrons will don business attire, but it is absolutely acceptable 
to be casual in jeans or dress-up in a three-piece suit. For the 
comfort of all patrons though, please refrain from using strong 
perfumes and colognes or wearing clanky jewelry that might 
interfer with the enjoyment of the music.

Do you have a coat check?
Most of Orchestra Iowa’s venue partners offer coat check 
during cooler months and when there is inclement weather. 
The Paramount Theatre coat check is located on the main floor 
and costs $1 per coat. Coralville Center for the Performing Arts 
has an unstaffed coat closet that is available for patron usage. 
Hancher Auditorium also offers coat check for nominal fee.

Can I take pictures?
During pre-and-post-concert, patrons are encouraged to snap 
selfies, pose with friends, and capture the evening’s memories. 
Even feel free to tag @orchestraiowa when posting your pictures 
online. Orchestra Iowa has accounts on both Instagram and 
Facebook! Please note, however, flash photography and audio/
visual recording is strictly prohibited throughout the duration of 
all Orchestra Iowa performances. 



http://www.crst.com/
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Igor STRAVINSKY  L’Histoire du Soldat (The Soldier’s Tale)
The Soldier’s March
The Soldier’s Violin
Royal March
The Little Concert
Tango, Waltz, Ragtime
The Devil’s Dance
Chorale
The Devil’s Triumphal March

Friday, September 23, 2016, 7:30 PM   Opus Concert Café

Saturday, September 24, 2016, 7:30 PM   Opus Concert Café

Sunday, September 25, 2016, 2:30 PM   Coralville Center for the Performing Arts

SHOWCASE CHAMBER

THE SOLDIER’S TALE 
TIMOTHY HANKEWICH CONDUCTOR
ANGIE TOOMSEN STAGE DIRECTOR

DAWN GINGRICH VIOLIN
TIMOTHY WEDDLE BASS

CHRISTINE BELLOMY CLARINET
MARCIA MARTIN BASSOON

ANDREW CLASSEN TRUMPET
CALEB LAMBERT TROMBONE

THOMAS MACKEY PERCUSSION
 

ANGELA BILLMAN NARRATOR
 MATTHEW JAMES SOLDIER
 AARON CANTERBURY DEVIL
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instruments themselves are jazz legitimates, too, except the 
bassoon, which is my substitution for the saxophone... The 
percussion part must also be considered as a manifestation 
of my enthusiasm for jazz.” (When Stravinsky later actually 
heard jazz in performance, his impression of it was of 
course dramatically different.) “Jazz meant, in any case, a 
wholly new sound in my music,” the composer continued, 
“and Histoire marks my final break with the Russian 
orchestral school in which I had been fostered.” 

The collaborators put together a sort of mobile theater 
group for the piece—which was to include a narrator, actors 
for the roles of the Soldier and Devil, and two dancers—but 
after the premiere on September 28, 1918 in Lausanne, 
conducted by Ansermet, the troupe gradually succumbed 
to a Spanish flu that was making the rounds, and a projected 
tour had to be cancelled. After the war, Stravinsky made 
a concert suite out of the Histoire music; it had its first 
performance in 1920 in London, again under Ansermet’s 
baton. 

This odd hybrid of theater, dance and chamber music tells 
the tale of a sort of Eternal Soldier (“The Soldier’s March”) 
who happens to play the violin pretty well (“The Soldier’s 
Violin”). Along comes the Devil, though, who persuades 
him to trade his fiddle for a magic book that will bring him 
great riches (by allowing him to predict the rise and fall 
of the world economy). He puts the book to use and grows 
wealthy. Hearing of an ailing Princess, the Soldier travels 
to her castle (“Royal March”). There he finds the Devil, 
and through a trick card game he triumphs (“The Little 
Concert”). He heals the Princess and she dances (“Tango, 
Waltz, Ragtime”). Regaining his fiddle chops, the Soldier 
plays until the Devil falls into convulsions (“The Devil’s 
Dance”). Soldier and Princess marry (“Chorale”), and the 
Devil agrees to leave them alone if the Soldier agrees never 
to leave his realm. Alas, the Soldier grows homesick to see 
his mother and, breaking his agreement, takes his Princess 
back to his home territory. The Devil, overjoyed, is there 
waiting (“The Devil’s Triumphal March”). 

Program Notes by Paul Horsley

L’Histoire du Soldat  (The Soldier’s Tale)
Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971)

The outbreak of World War I in 1914 did not exactly send 
Stravinsky into exile, as he and his family had frequently 
spent winters in Switzerland, but it put grave strictures on 
his family life, his finances and his creative process. Today 
we might envy someone “stranded” in the gorgeous villages 
around Lake Geneva, but in fact these were sad and trying 
times for the composer. Exempted from military service 
for health reasons, he found himself cut off from those he 
loved, and the war years saw the deaths of his longtime 
family maid Bertha and of his beloved brother Gury, who 
died of typhus on the Rumanian front. He was completely 
cut off from financial sources, drawing neither family 
money nor performance royalties. 

Stravinsky spent a great deal of time reading during this 
time, being drawn to the writings of Alexander Afanasyev—
whose collections of (partly retold) Russian folk tales had 
already served as source material for Firebird. Also during 
this period he made the acquaintance of the Swiss poet  
C. F. Ramuz, a down-to-earth fellow with whom Stravinsky 
felt an immediate connection. It was during a discussion 
with Ramuz that the composer determined to make do with 
the performing forces that the war had forced upon them: 
“Why not do something quite simple?” he said, “Why not 
write together a piece that would need no vast theater or 
large public, something with two or three characters and a 
handful of instrumentalists?” 

While Stravinsky translated, from Russian into French, 
Afanasyev’s Faustian tale of a soldier making deals with the 
Devil, in March 1918 Ramuz sparked the interest of Werner 
Reinhart, a Swiss philanthropist and amateur clarinetist, 
who agreed to fund the production. Ramuz adapted the 
story from its original setting (the Imperial Russo-Turkish 
Wars) to make it applicable to any time or place—or indeed 
to any war. Stravinsky composed the music partly under the 
spell of the jazz music that the conductor Ernest Ansermet 
had brought to him from America (in the form of sheet 
music), and its impact is felt throughout the score. 

“My choice of instruments was influenced by a very 
important event in my life at that time, the discovery of 
American jazz,” Stravinsky is quoted as having said in 
Robert Craft’s Expositions and Developments. “The Histoire 
ensemble resembles the jazz band in that each instrumental 
category—strings, woodwinds, brass, percussion—is 
represented by both treble and bass components. The 

THE SOLDIER’S TALE
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serves. Consequently, the company has established a corporate responsibility 
footprint that includes environmental stewardship, community outreach and 
a charitable giving program. ITC is committed to supporting strong quality 
of life for the communities it serves, which often entails investing in the 
education system, environmental sustainability programs, social services, 
health/wellness initiatives and arts and culture organizations. 

In 2016, Orchestra Iowa was the fortunate recipient of a grant from ITC that 
will support its concerts and educational programming throughout the 2016-
17 season. In June, Donna Zalewski, Director of Community Affairs and 
Philanthropy for ITC; Mike Ivester, Regional Manager of Local Government and 
Community Affairs; and Angela Jordan, Area Manager of Local Government 
and Community Affairs, visited Orchestra Iowa’s offices to present a check and 
take a brief tour of the facilities. 

Please join us in saying thank you to ITC for their support of the arts in Cedar 
Rapids and dedication to making our home a better place to live! 

Article by Justin Gingerich
Photo by Ed Karr

ITC Holdings Corp is the largest 
independent electricity transmission 
company in the United States. Serving 
as a critical link in the electricity supply 
for eastern Iowa and the surrounding 
regions, ITC makes grants to area 
nonprofits whose programs improve 
the lives of people in our communities. 

Electricity transmission consists of 
networks of high voltage lines and 
towers that transport electricity from 
where it is produced to local utilities that 
distribute it to businesses and homes. 
In the Midwest, ITC has seen significant 
growth in wind energy as a generating 
source, and has connected more than 
20 wind farms to the grid since it began 
operating in the area in 2007.

ITC invests in the electric transmission 
grid to improve system reliability, 
expand access to markets, lower 
the overall cost of delivering energy 
and allow new generating resources 
to interconnect to its transmission 
systems. Their business model is 
solely focused on owning, operating 
and maintaining these transmission 
systems. They don’t own any generation 
or local distribution assets. Based 
in Michigan, ITC has operations in 
seven states and serves over 15,000 
circuit miles of transmission lines. ITC 
Midwest, the subsidiary of ITC Holdings 
Corp that serves Iowa, Minnesota, 
Illinois and Missouri, is headquartered 
in downtown Cedar Rapids. 

Beyond its role in facilitating electricity 
delivery, ITC prioritizes being a trusted 
partner within the communities it From left to right: Maestro Timothy Hankewich, Donna Zalewski, Angela Jordan, Jeffrey Collier & Mike Ivester
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Felix MENDELSSOHN 

Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART  

Ludwig van BEETHOVEN 

Symphony No. 4, Op. 90 (“The Italian”)
I.  Allegro vivace
II. Andante con moto
III. Con moto moderato
IV. Presto and Finale: Saltarello

Horn Concerto No. 4 in E-flat Major, K. 495
I.  Allegro moderato
II. Romance (Andante cantabile)
III. Rondo (Allegro vivace)

Symphony No. 6 in F Major, Op. 68 (“Pastoral”) 
I.  Awakening of Cheerful Feelings on Arriving in the Country  
             (Allegro ma non troppo)
II. Scene by the Brook (Andante molto mosso)
III. Merry Gathering of Country Folk (Allegro)
IV. Thunderstorm (Allegro)
V. Shepherd’s Song - Happy and Thankful Feelings  
             After the Storm (Allegretto)
 

- intermission -

Friday, October 14, 2016, 7:30 PM   Coralville Center for the Performing Arts

Saturday, October 15, 2016, 7:30 PM   Paramount Theatre

MASTERWORKS SERIES

PASTORAL BEETHOVEN
TIMOTHY HANKEWICH MUSIC DIRECTOR 

CHARLES “ANDY” HARRIS HORN
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a certain piety. The Con moto moderato is essentially a 
minuet, and the dashing Presto brings to mind the nimble 
style of the saltarello.

Horn Concerto No. 4 in E-flat Major, K. 495
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)

Aficionados of Mozart’s music will often tell you that the 
composer was at his most glorious in his operas and his 
concertos. Even scholars have been known to declare 
that—without denigrating his achievements in symphonic, 
church, chamber or solo music—the composer poured 
his heart and soul into his operas. At the same time 
the concertos, with their similarly “operatic” content 
(soloist with orchestral accompany), became a place for 
Mozart to develop a mastery of tunefulness, transparent 
orchestration and complexity of structure.  

Much of the discussion of the great Mozart concertos 
focuses on the mature piano concertos of the composer’s 
late Vienna years, but one is amiss to overlook the masterful 
concertos for violin and those for winds (one each for 
flute, flute/harp, oboe and bassoon), composed during the 
Salzburg years and mostly intended for use there—as well 
as the sublime and anomalous Clarinet Concerto from 
the composer’s final year. Nor can we overlook the horn 
concertos, three of which stand proudly alongside his 
most refined works. (There may have been as many as six; 
the pastiche we know as the Concerto No. 1 is of dubious 
authenticity.)

The concertos were written for Mozart’s friend and former 
Salzburg Orchestra colleague Joseph Leutgeb, who had 
moved to Vienna just a few years before Mozart did and set 
up a cheese shop while attempting to establish a musical 
career. More than 20 years his elder, Leutgeb was by all 
accounts a virtuoso on the valveless “natural” horn, which 
was limited in its chromatic abilities but never lacked for 
lyrical capacities. As concertos for horn were a rarity in the 
18th century (and to some extent still are), we owe thanks 
to the Salzburg hornist for bringing Mozart’s into the 
world. It was he who solicited them, probably to perform 
for a paying public, though we know little else about their 
inception. And from the witty, scurrilous insults Mozart 
wrote into the scores (“Oh, you ass! Aren’t you finished 
yet?”), we can extrapolate that the two had a close and 
perhaps complicated friendship. 

Mozart took his jocose sense of humor a step further in 
the score of the Concerto No. 4 (K. 495), confounding poor 
old Leutgeb by writing it in blue, red, green and black 
ink. It was completed in June 1786, but as with the other 
concertos it was not published until after Mozart’s death. 

Symphony No. 4, Op. 90 (“The Italian”)
Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847)

Like many 19th-century “gentleman artists” who made 
exotic travels a part of their cultural education, the young 
Mendelssohn always yearned to see new landscapes—
often returning from his trips with an urge to capture 
their essence in a grand piece of music. In October 1830 he 
embarked on a 10-month Italian sojourn: Venice, Bologna, 
Florence, Rome, Naples, Genoa and Milan—with a jaunt to 
Pompeii thrown in. In Rome he observed the installation of 
Pope Gregory XVI (Pius VIII having died that November), 
and he found himself fascinated with the lavish festivities 
that ensued. A gifted artist, Mendelssohn made detailed 
drawings and watercolors, recording the trip visually just 
as he would later capture it musically. 

Inspired by the papal pomp and circumstance, he composed 
a great deal of capital sacred music while in Rome, but by 
February he was at work on a largish symphony that sought 
to capture the energy and vitality of Italy and its people. “I 
have once more begun to compose with fresh energy, and 
the Italian symphony is coming along well,” he wrote to his 
sister, Fanny, in February 1831. “It’s beginning to look like it 
will be the happiest piece I have ever written, especially the 
last movement.” Upon his return home Mendelssohn found 
his progress interrupted by other activities for several 
months. But in November 1832 he received a commission 
to write several works for the Philharmonic Society of 
London, which spurred him to complete the symphony by 
March of 1833. He conducted the premiere himself that 
May, in London’s Hanover Square Rooms, where it was 
heartily applauded. 

Yet Mendelssohn was to wait a number of years before 
agreeing to publish the “Italian” Symphony. It almost 
seemed that the very speed with which it had spilled from 
him made him suspicious of the piece, and he subjected it 
to several revisions over the next several years. It was not 
published until 1852—five years after the composer’s death. 
It is difficult to imagine a more extroverted first movement 
than this Allegro vivace, which builds excitement partly 
through its carefully controlled use of the sonata form of 
the Classical era. The rushing 6/8 opening theme sets the 
tone, though a new minor-mode theme in the development 
section foreshadows not only the somber second movement 
but also the final movement, which is in A minor. The slow 
movement (Andante con moto) with its “walking” tread 
seems to hearken back to the Papal processions of Rome, 
with brilliant, hymn-like wind passages that call to mind 

PASTORAL BEETHOVEN
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Pastoral Symphony—or Recollections of Country Life, 
reads Beethoven’s title for the Sixth, even though he 
himself cautioned against an overly literal reading of the 
symphony. “Carried too far,” he scribbled into his sketch-
book, “all ‘painting’ in instrumental music will fail.” The 
content of the Sixth was “a matter more of feelings than of 
painting in sounds,” he wrote. 

The Sixth is in five movements: atypical for a Classical 
symphony but not unusual for a programmatic one. The 
Allegro, ma non troppo puts the listener in a pastoral frame 
of mind from the outset, with its drone bass and its “strolling” 
theme. It features two main subjects and two contrasting 
closing themes; the extraordinary, almost “minimalist” 
longeurs of its development section evokes the feeling of 
taking a very long walk. The Andante molto mosso is a set 
of free variations on a theme; Beethoven actually labels 
the various birdcalls—right there in the autograph score: 
“Nightingale” for the trilling flute passage, “Quail” for the 
oboe solo and “Cuckoo” for the clarinet outbursts. 

The Allegro-Presto is a scherzo filled with the piping of 
country-dances. But just as it is about to end, a storm breaks 
out—an outburst of torrential gusts and crashing thunder. 
The music continues without pause into the Allegretto, 
which begins with the shepherd’s “yodel” (clarinet) and 
ends with a richly scored hymn of thanksgiving.  

Program Notes by Paul Horsley

In the Allegro moderato, the orchestra’s vigorous opening 
theme forms the outline of the horn’s introductory melody; 
a series of eloquent subsidiary themes are woven into this 
subject to form a satisfyingly organic concerto-allegro 
form. The second movement’s title (Romanza) is in keeping 
with the convention of serenade slow movements; it is an 
“aria” of tender lyricism. The final Allegro vivace is a rondo 
with the piquant flavor of the hunt. 

Symphony No. 6 in F Major, Op. 68 (“Pastoral”)
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)

Some of Beethoven’s greatest works suffered the most 
ignoble of beginnings. The premiere of Beethoven’s 
“Pastoral” Symphony was part of an infamous marathon 
concert in December 1808 at Vienna’s Theater an de Wien, 
which was not only four hours long but also woefully 
under-rehearsed. Such smorgasbords of new music were 
not atypical for the time, but the hall was unusually cold 
that night and not everyone in the audience even made 
it to the end. The program included Beethoven’s recently 
completed Fifth and Sixth Symphonies, his Piano Concerto 
No. 4, several hymns and arias, two movements from 
the Mass in C, a solo piano improvisation by Beethoven 
himself—and to wrap it up, the 20-minute Choral Fantasy, 
with the composer improvising the solo-piano segment for 
heaven knows how long.  

“There we sat,” wrote composer Johann Friedrich 
Reichardt, “in the bitterest cold, from half past six to half 
past ten, and experienced the truth that one can easily have 
too much of a good thing—and still more of a loud thing. 
... Poor Beethoven, who from this concert was having the 
first and only scant profit he could find in a whole year, had 
found much opposition and little support in the rehearsals 
and performance.” Beethoven made matters worse by 
cursing out the orchestra when the clarinetist flubbed 
the beginning of the Choral Fantasy, forcing them to start 
over again. Thus the response—to the premieres of several 
works we now consider cornerstones of Western music—
was equivocal to say the least. 

Initial sketches for the Sixth are found as early as 1803, 
among those for the “Eroica” Symphony, but the actual 
composition of the piece took place in 1808, simultaneously 
with that of the Fifth. In writing a programmatic symphony 
that evoked sounds and moods of nature, Beethoven 
was drawing on a well-established genre. Scholars have 
unearthed hundreds of 18th-century symphonies from 
Austria and Bohemia that are “representative,” and 
doubtless Beethoven was familiar with some of these. Yet 
it required his golden touch to catapult the programmatic 
symphony into the 19th century and beyond.  

HELPFUL MUSIC TERMS

MAJOR / MINOR MODE: The major mode has a cheery 
sound; the minor mode sounds much darker and sad

PROGRAM MUSIC: Music that is designed to tell a story 
or narrative, often depicting characters and their actions 
through musical themes

RONDO FORM: A musical structure often found in the final 
movements of concertos that typically consists of three main 
themes (A, B, and C) that is presented as A-B-A-C-A-B-A. Each 
theme presents a passage of music, with the C section being 
reserved for greater thematic elaboration

SONATA FORM: A musical structure that contains an 
Exposition, Development, and Recapitulation. The Exposition 
presents a prominent musical theme; the Development 
twists and turns the original idea and other musical phrases; 
and the Recapitulation brings back the original theme. 
Sometimes a Coda (or closing theme) is added after the 
Recapitulation

TEMPO: The speed at which music is played. Commonly 
used tempo markings include: Grave: Very Slow | Largo: 
Slow | Adagio: Moderately Slow | Andante: Walking Tempo | 
Allegretto: Fairly Brisk Speed | Allegro: Fast | Vivace: Lively | 
Presto: Very Fast
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Charles Harris has been a member of the Orchestra Iowa (formerly 

Cedar Rapids Symphony Orchestra) since September 1995 and 

has been Principal Horn since 1998. Mr. Harris performs with 

the Orchestra Iowa Brass and Woodwind Quintets. He has also 

performed with the Des Moines Symphony since 1999, and Cedar 

Rapids Municipal Band since 1996. 

Previously, he has performed with the Savannah Symphony 

Orchestra, the Albany (GA) Symphony Orchestra, the Arkansas 

Symphony, the Fort Smith (AR) Symphony, and the UANL 

Orchestra of Monterrey, Mexico. Andy lives in Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

and is horn instructor at Coe College, Wartburg College, Kirkwood 

College, and teaches private lessons for the Orchestra Iowa 

School. 

Originally from Fulton, Missouri, he received his B.M. in Horn 

Performance from the University of Missouri-Columbia, and his 

M.M. from Auburn University in Auburn, Alabama. Teachers have 

included Dr. Randall Faust, Lawrence Lowe, W. Peter Kurau, James 

Decker, David M. Bushouse, Arnold Jacobs and Philip Farkas. 
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Kurt and Jennifer Waskow are proud to 
consider themselves lifelong, second-
generation Cedar Rapidians, though they 
technically make their home in one of the 
surrounding rural communities. For them, 
music and the arts hold a special place in 
their hearts and home. This is evident in 
the many activities they share with their 
two boys, Jack – a junior, and John - a 
freshman.

Since both are professionals at Rockwell 
Collins – Kurt is a Senior Engineering 
Manager and Jennifer is a Department 
Manager in Engineering Services – family 
time is valuable. Placing an importance 
on the arts through active participation 
exemplifies the value and enrichment they 
feel it brings to their lives. Last summer, 
Kurt accepted the additional role of 
joining the Orchestra Iowa Board, where 
his passion for music, coupled with his 
professional experiences, will assist the 
organization in expanding connections 
to new patrons and communicating 
Orchestra Iowa’s mission and goals to a 
new generation.

The Waskow family actively supports 
the arts not only through their passport 
subscription to Orchestra Iowa but also 
through their engagement with the arts 
at Alburnett Community School where 
their boys participate in theater, show 
and concert choir, and band.  Both Kurt, 
and especially Jennifer, have musical 
backgrounds as well. Kurt played piano 
as a youth and Jennifer studied vocal 
performance in college.  Kurt and Jennifer’s 
personal experiences influenced their 
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insistence that their children participate in instrumental and/or vocal music activities 
as part of their public education. While not initially well-received by their sons, Jack 
and John have developed into enthusiastic performers and have demonstrated a 
great deal of personal growth and leadership through access to an arts education. 
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Exposed to music from an early age, Kurt and Jennifer both grew 
up in homes often filled with a wide variety of musical genres. 
They recall attending the symphony as children with their 
parents and have made it a priority to provide the same cultural 
experience to their sons. “Attending Orchestra performances 
provides a unique exposure for the boys that helps build social 

skills and a cultural awareness and understanding that will help 
serve them as adults,” stated Jennifer. “The historical relevance 
that Maestro Hankewich provides is interesting and compelling. 
His more recent choices for programming have really been 
amazing.”

The Waskows consider attending the Orchestra a “date night.” 
While they love the high caliber of the musical performances, 
they readily admit the social aspect is a bonus. Connecting with 
friends before or after a concert, making new acquaintances 
or meeting familiar faces among the crowd in the Paramount 
Theatre’s Hall of Mirrors, and enjoying a beverage in Opus 
Concert Café during intermission, all make the experience of 
attending a performance more than just a night out. It becomes 
a personal event. And creating lasting memories that can be 
passed on generation to generation is an exceptional goal 
worth working toward.

Their commitment to carrying the torch forward provided a fun 
family story that Jennifer shares with enthusiasm. “We’ve set 
expectations for the boys to attend a variety of different kinds 
of Orchestra concerts each season, encouraging them to bring 

friends if they would like. When our oldest son asked if he could 
bring a friend to the ballet, we agreed immediately. What better 
way to bring the love of music to a new generation than to 
expose them and their peers to a variety of arts performances, 
right? What a nice surprise it was to overhear our son relay 
relevant information about some of the social etiquettes of 

attending and basic information about the performance to his 
friend. In that moment – our efforts were rewarded.”

Engineers by profession, Kurt and Jennifer are advocates of 
turning the focus on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Math) to STEAM (A=Arts). They believe that exposure to the 
arts as part of the learning process stimulates creative problem 
solving and compliments mathematical learning. They also 
believe that a healthy arts community plays an important role 
in overall economic development, providing outlets that benefit 
the ability to recruit new employees and community members to 
the area. “Keeping the arts alive and strong enriches our society 
on all levels. It’s our responsibility to support and encourage 
talented artists and those whose dream it is to become one. We 
should challenge our family, friends, employers and co-workers 
to contribute to a strong cultural base in the Cedar Rapids area 
through concert attendance and financial consideration. Make 
it your date night, and join us for upcoming performances!” 

Article by Angie Worrell 
Family Portrait provided by the Waskows 

Candid by Impact Photo

From left to right: Jennifer Waskow, Maestro Timothy Hankewich, Phil Jasper, Kurt Waskow, Kathy Jasper & Jill Hankewich
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We are grateful to the following donors whose commitment and generosity make the music and the education 
possible through gifts to the Annual Fund, Orchestra Iowa School and Orchestra Iowa Endowment. We would 
also like to thank the many donors of less than $150 whose gifts are vital to the Orchestra’s continued success.

Denny & Jan Redmond
Katharine Risk
Dan & Marcia Rogers
Dr. John & Joyce Schuchmann
Margaret & Tom Sears 
Mrs. Deborah Sedlacek
Roger & Teddi Smith
Don & Mary Thompson 
David Tiffany
Glenn & Audrey Van Roekel
Allen & Kathryn Varney
Steve & Teresa Waln
Dennis & Luann Wangeman
Kurt and Jennifer Waskow
P. Brian & Deane Watters
Dr. Jeffrey Westpheling
Judi Whetstine & Bob Rush

MEMBER 
$300 - $999 
Anonymous (6)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Allsop
Jean H. Ashby Fund**
Addison & Janet Ault
The Barnes Family
James Beranek
Mr. Steven C. Berg
Tara & Arlon Berkhof
Dr. & Mrs. Lee Birchansky
Harry & Carol Black
Del & Delores Block
Alan & Terry Boyden
Karen & John Brandt 
Dr. & Mrs. Beamer Breiling
Dan Bryant & Barbara Hames-Bryant
Arnold & Libby Bucksbaum
David & Dorea Burkamper
Frank & Susan Camp
Richard M. & Ellen Caplan
Thomas & Patrice Carroll
Warren & Joan Chadima
Dr. & Mrs. Mohit Chawla
Ivan & Mary Bess Chester
Peter & Kelley Cole
Paul & Rosanne Congdon
Syndy & James Conger
Dr. Dave Crumley
Dr. Steve Elliott
Beatrice A. Furner
May G. Gortner Charitable Trust
Harlan & Kay Graber
Don & Marj Grimm
Robert & Kelly Haag

John & Cindy Bloomhall
Danette R. Brooks
Peter & JoAnn Bryant
Cam & Kathy Campbell
Tim & Janice Charles 
Mary Chesebro
Jeffrey D. Collier
Bryce & Phyllis Cunningham
William Davis & Kathryn Franzenburg
Mrs. Betty Debban**
Wendy & Greg Dunn Family Fund**
Dr. & Mrs. David C. Gehring
Tony & Magda Golobic
Marc & Cathy Gullickson
Laurie Hamen
Kevin & Pat Hanick
David & Jackie Harris
David & Susan Haupt
Carl & Jill Henrici Fund**
Charlotte & William  
     Hinson Family Foundation
Gary Hoech
Jim & Ann Hoffman 
Vern & Clare Hudek Fund**
Phil & Kathy Jasper
Charles & Marcia Jepsen
Brad & Eileen Johnson
Clay & Debbie Jones Family Foundation
LeRoy & Diane Karr
Robert F. & Janis L. Kazimour 
Mary Kemen & Brian Randall
Barbara Knapp & Jim Nikrant
Dennis & Karen Kral 
Jeffrey & Mary Krivit
Joanie Lacayo
Thomas & Nancy Lackner
Joanna & Wieslaw Machnowski
Richard and Sue McGaughy
Judy & Bruce McGrath
Jo & Larry McGrath Fund**
Dennis & Jean McMenimen
Peggy & Jim Meek
Tim & Kim Michels
Rachel & Vincent Mills 
Jeffrey & Kris Nielsen
Barnes & Judy O’Donnell
David & Carolyn Oliver
Clark & Jacquie Oster
Jean Overton
Dr. & Mrs. Peter Pardubsky
Dr. Naser & Cathie Payvandi
Chuck & Mary Ann Peters
Barbara & Philip Peterson

CHAIRMAN’S CIRCLE
$10,000 +
Joseph M. Kacena Fund**
Patricia McPherson
Dorotha Sundquist 

CONDUCTOR’S CIRCLE
$5,000 - $9,999
The Jared & Carol Hills Foundation 
Peter & Ingrid Kolln**
David & Ann Lawrence 
Dee Ann McIntyre
David & Mary Jo Rater
Leland & Peggy Smithson 
William* & Julianne Thomas
Janet & Charles Thulin

ARTIST’S CIRCLE
$2,500 - $4,999 
Anonymous (3)
Bruce & Janis Altorfer
John & Stephanie Ballard
Greg & Teresa Barnett
Janet D. Blackledge 
Rad & Joyce Finch 
Leonard & Marlene Hadley
Kay Halloran
Tim & Jill Hankewich 
Edna Herbst Fund**
Marilyn Magid
Neal Marple & Jane Rheem
Dick & Kate Minette 
Craig & Minny Olson
Richard & Rita Olson
Harry J. Samms
James & Sara Sauter
Dr. Douglas & Patricia Sedlacek 
Bill & Teddy Shuttleworth 
Dr. & Mrs. James J. Stickley
Robert & Ann Swaney 
Oather & Mirela Taylor
Peter & Susan Tilly 
Stephen & Victoria West
Myron & Esther Wilson 

OPUS CIRCLE
$1,000 - $2,499 
Anonymous (3)
Roger & Dixie Allen
Jon & Debbie Bancks
Linda Barnes
Peter F. Bezanson Fund**
John & Mary Ellen Bickel 

ORCHESTRA IOWA
INDIVIDUAL HONOR ROLL
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Ed & Barbara Mumford
Mark Ogden & Iris Muchmore
Scott & Penny Olson
Betty J. Osincup
Ken & Barb Owen
Brett & Beth Papendick
Mary Lou Peters
Stan Pidima
Dr. Fred & Janet Manatt Pilcher
Katherine Plander
Margaret R. Polson
William & Doris Preucil
John & Sherry Purdie
Margaret & Francis Quinlan
Melissa Lyon Randall
Suanne Rocklin
Kurt G. Rogahn
Royal & Barbara Roland
Jack & Trudi Rosazza
Barbara Ross
David & Barbara Rossate
John & June Sackett
Nathan Savin & Susan Enzle
Rich & Donna Scheer
Jennifer Schulte
Richard & Jeanne Sentman
J. David & Charlotte Siebert
Ray Smith & Lynda Black-Smith
James & Nancy Spencer
Randy & Kris Sterner
W. Richard & Joyce Summerwill
Melvin & Diane Sunshine
Ms. Angeline Taake
Shirley Thornton
Jerry & Deb Van Dyke
John & Alice Wasson
Stanley & Marilue Watkins
Ryan & Amanda West
Paul & Gail Williams
Norman & Mary Ellen Wright
Ekhard and Wendy Ziegler

HONORARIUMS
Gifts were made to Orchestra Iowa’s 
Annual Fund in honor of the following:
    Pat & Kevin Hanick

MEMORIALS
Gifts were made to Orchestra Iowa’s 
Annual Fund in memory of:
    Les & Blanche Lawrence
    Herb Osincup
    William L. Thomas

Gifts were made to the Orchestra Iowa 
Endowment in memory of:
    John N. Knapp

* Posthumous recognition
** Funds of the Greater Cedar Rapids 
Community Foundation

This list reflects Honor Roll contributions 
made through August 1, 2016.

Doug & Lori Wenzel
Helen Westcot
Hank Williams
Thomas & Susan Wolle
Ken & Beth Zamzow
R. Mark & Tracy Zimmerman

SUPPORTING FRIEND 
$150 - $299
Anonymous (4)
Craig & Judith Anderson
Tom & Sarah Anderson
Marian L Barnes, M.D.
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Beckman
Alan & Liz Bergeron
Robert & Vida Brenner
Doug & Michelle Brock
Alicia Brown-Matthes
Arthur & Miriam Canter
Darcy Caraway
Anne H. Carter
Robert* & Joan Arthurs Chadima
Dennis & Ellie Charipar
Steve & Kaye Christ
Dr. Tony Colby
Wendy & Curt Cox
Margaret Dana
M.C. Dickmeyer
Jim Eichhorn
Jeff & Terri Elgin
Elizabeth Engel
Jack & Nancy Evans
Mary & Steven Eyanson
James & JoFran Falcon
Les & Katrina Garner
Jeff & Elisa Geneser
Dean & Laura Gesme Family Fund**
Doris Gitzy
Donald & Joyce Haugen
Norbert & Suzanne Hemesath
Ray & Maree Heng
Darrell & Joanne Hennessey
Anne & Jim Hodges
John A. Hoffman & Laura Otting
Bob Holmes & Sharon  
    Carmondy-Holmes
Gingie Hunstad
Marybeth Jaggard
Peter Jaynes & Jane Schildroth
Alan & Virginia Jensen
James Kern 
David Klemm & Catherine Deming
Mary Lea & Dick Kruse
Bob & Fran Krzywicki
Dave Kubicek
Phillip & Barbara Lange
Kim Lehrman
Dick & Carol Lensing
John & Laura Locher
Mick & Lynda Lynch
Pam Mahany
Maura & Danny Mahoney
Dan & Mary Beth Malloy
Scott & Michele McLeod
Frank & Cheryle Mitvalsky
Mr. & Mrs. Walter G. Mollman
Bob & Susie Moran
Tom Moran

Kathy Hall & Terry Pitts
C. M. Haverkamp
Ted & Tish* Healey 
Joanne Hendricks & Donald Stamy
Jerry & Jennifer Henry
Tony & Suzanne Huebsch
Barbara J. Hughes
Dorothy  S. Johnson
G. Richard & Jacqueline R. Johnson
Lynn & Cathy Johnson
Preston & Beth Johnson
Mrs. Marilyn Keller
Jim & Connie Kennedy
Richard Kohl
Whealen & Laura Koontz
Daniel & Janet Kortenkamp
Keith & Cheryl Krewer
Douglas & Sharon Laird
Mike Langheim
Mary Larson
David & Inez Lensch
Thea Leslie 
Mark & Corenne Liabo
Louis & Claire Licht
Bruce & Betty Lindholm
Cedric & Marcia Lofdahl
Kerry & Kay Mann
Yvonne McCabe
Clinton McClintock
Carolyn & Norm McElwain
Greg McGivern
Ronald & Lillian McGraw
Jim & Rose Marie Monagan 
Babs B. Moore
Robert & Tara Moorman
Darrell & Middie Morf
Frank & Jill Morriss
Drs. Janet Merfeld & Kevin Murray
Dr. Margaret Murray
Robert & Lynn Ocken
Debra Piehl
Brian & Julie Privett
Joe & Sherry Pugh
Joe & Martha Rasmussen
Bernie Rehnstrom
Karl & Lois Renter
Art & Harriet Rinderknecht
Randall & Danielle Rings
Jack F. Roland
John & Monica Roltgen
Carolyn Pigott Rosberg
John M. & Wilma Ann  
    Wallin Sagers Fund**
Jeffrey J. & Kristin Schaefer
John & Carolyn Schmidt
Frieda Schmitz
Helmut & Mara Schrott
John & Arla Senko
Paul R. & Rebecca F. Shawver Fund**
Marilyn Sippy
Tom & Amy Stanczyk
Annemarie Stark & Don Buss
Susan & Gary Streit
Tudy Streletzky
Larry & Barbara Taylor
Thomas & Karen Tjelmeland
Forrest & Alexandra Tomes
Linda & Calvin Van Niewaal



Ticket revenue only covers one-third of the cost to produce symphonic performances and educational programs. The 
remaining funding is provided by donors. Your gift ensures more than 100,000 individuals have exposure to 
symphonic music in Iowa each year, including 15,000 children that participate in educational programs free-of-charge.

CHAIRMAN’S CIRCLE  ($10,000 AND ABOVE)
• A private chamber music ensemble performance in  
 your home or business
• Recognition of support on one symphonic or chamber  
 concert during the season
• Plus all below

CONDUCTOR’S CIRCLE  ($5,000 - $9,999)
• Musician Chair Naming Recognition for one season
• Invitation to private dinner with 
 Maestro Hankewich and guest artists
• One complimentary 2-hour rental of the Opus   
 Concert Café for your personal or business use
• Complimentary beverage vouchers for you and your  
 guests for use in the Opus Concert Café at Orchestra  
 Iowa concerts
• Plus all below

ARTIST’S CIRCLE  ($2,500 - $4,999)
• Reserved Concert parking for Orchestra Iowa   
 symphonic concerts at the Paramount
• Priority, personalized and advanced 
 subscription seating 
• Eight complimentary beverage vouchers (total) for   
 use in Opus Concert Café at Orchestra Iowa concerts
• Plus all below

OPUS CIRCLE  ($1,000 - $2,499)
• Personalized and advanced subscription seating 
• Exclusive access to the Opus Concert Café during  
 intermission at Orchestra Iowa Concerts and select  
 Paramount events
• Invitation to the Annual Patrons Reception in the  
 Spring of 2017
• Four complimentary beverage vouchers for use in  
 the Opus Concert Café at Orchestra Iowa concerts
• Plus all below

MEMBER  ($300 - $999)
• Invitation to Donor Appreciation Events throughout  
 the year
• Ability to purchase tickets to Paramount events  
 prior to the general public
• Plus all below

SUPPORTING FRIEND  ($150 - $299)
• Recognition in the Individual Honor Roll in   
 Overture Magazine (our concert program book)
• Receive notice of special Orchestra Iowa events  
 such as Lunch & Listening
• Receive the Annual Season Brochure

PAYMENT METHOD

CONTACT INFORMATION
$

Check enclosed (made payable to Orchestra Iowa) 
Credit Card

Card #                CVV #  Exp. Date

Signature

Name

Address

City    State  Zipcode

Phone

E-mail

Installment options available. Call 319.366.8206 for details.

I WISH TO CONTRIBUTE TO ORCHESTRA IOWA
Chairman’s Circle
Conductor’s Circle
Artist’s Circle
Opus Circle
Member
Supporting Friend
Other Amount

$
$
$
$
$
$

Please return completed form to:
Orchestra Iowa

119 Third Avenue SE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52401

or go online to OrchestraIowa.org to donate now!

We can’t do it without YOU!
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Richard Minette 
Chair

Rachel Mills
Treasurer

 Leland Smithson 
Secretary

John Bickel
Steve Caves
Tim Charles

Magda Golobic
Cathy Gullickson

Pat Hanick*
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vocal, sang at Jones’ funeral in 2013, but he was so broken up that he could hardly get 
through it. He wrote the new song as a way to assuage his own pain, and to give the 
King of Broken Hearts his due as perhaps the greatest country singer ever. 

“If something’s country, I want it to sound about 1958,” says Gill, with a laugh. “I want it 
deep, as honest and authentic as it should be.” 

The songs on Down to My Last Bad Habit run the gamut of styles, including the jazzy 
“One More Mistake I Made,” the down-and-dirty Chicago blues of “Make You Feel Real 
Good,” and  the blistering “I Can’t Do This,” which hearkens to the pop power ballads of 
the ‘70s. One of the album’s highlights, “I Can’t Do This” captures the excruciating pain 
of a man who runs into his old flame with her new beau, and remembers the nights “I’ve 
seen that red dress hanging on our bedroom door.” 
“Boy, you talk about torment!” Gill says. “But I like melancholy. It’s light years more fun 
to sing. There’s so much more emotion in it.” 

As a producer, Gill wants every note to matter, and to feel equal to the others. He picks 
his musicians and guest vocalists much the way a film director makes a movie. “I’m 
always casting,” he explains. “I ask myself, ‘Who’s right for this part? Who will play it the 
best?’ That to me is the most fun part of making a record.” 

While he chose such luminaries as Sheryl Crow, Alison Krauss, Bekka Bramlett, jazz 
trumpeter Chris Botti, Little Big Town and guitarist Sonny Landreth for this record, he 
also found new friends in Ellie Holcomb, Charlie Worsham and Cam, in addition to his 
favorite vocalists close by: daughters Jenny and Corrina. “I feel like the Partridge Family 
is rearing its ugly head in my life,” he says, laughing. “But in a great way.” 

Fresh off a run of Christmas shows at Nashville’s famed Ryman Auditorium with his wife, 
Christian contemporary and pop legend Amy Grant, Gill reunites with Americana star Lyle 
Lovett for a 14-city tour in February and March, reprising their witty, wry, and musically 
superb concerts of 2015. In addition to his own solo concerts, he also does about 30 gigs 
a year with the Grammy-nominated The Time Jumpers, the sophisticated Nashville-
based ensemble dedicated to revitalizing western-swing and classic honky tonk. 

“Since I put this studio in the house, I think I’m playing, singing, and writing better than I 
ever have,” he offers. “And that inspires me.” 

Though Down to My Last Bad Habit is sure to appeal to fans old and new. “I was meant to 
play music,” he says, summing it all up. “And I don’t want to leave anything in the bag.” 

vincegill.com 
MCA Nashville - A Universal Company

For Down to My Last Bad Habit, his 18th 
studio album, it would have been easy 
for Vince Gill to kick back a bit. After 
all, when you’ve sold more than 26 
million albums, won 20 Grammys, and 
earned 18 CMA Awards (including two 
Entertainer of the Year trophies), you’ve 
done it all, right? 

Not a chance, says this musician 
extraordinaire, who produced his new 
album with engineer Justin Niebank. 
Down to My Last Bad Habit, available 
February 12, is his first solo album as 
part of a new deal with MCA, the label 
he joined in 1989. 

“Forty years into this, it’s still as much 
fun as it’s ever been to play music,” 
says Gill, sitting in his home studio 
in Nashville. “At the end of the day, 
what I get excited about is doing 
something I haven’t done before. When 
I record a song, I feel successful if I’ve 
accomplished something new.” 

That’s no small feat, considering that 
on his first solo album since 2011’s 
Guitar Slinger, Gill returns to his favorite 
theme, love in all its incarnations: Love 
sweet and celebrated (“Me and My Girl,” 
“My Favorite Movie”), love on fire (“Take 
Me Down,” “Make You Feel Real Good”), 
love denied (“I’ll Be Waiting for You,” 
“Down to My Last Bad Habit”), and love 
lost and mourned (“I Can’t Do This,” 
“Reasons for the Tears I Cry”). 

The Oklahoma native wrote or co-
wrote all of the songs on the album. “I 
love the diversity of the songs. Some 
of them are brand new, and some of 
them have a lot of years on them,” he 
notes. Gill took two years to make the 
record, during which he co-produced 
the second of two albums (Like a Rose, 
The Blade) with the old-soul vocalist 
Ashley Monroe. And with steel guitar 
wizard Paul Franklin, he recorded 
Bakersfield, an album composed of the 
hard-country songs of Buck Owens and 
Merle Haggard. 

The new album likewise acknowledges 
country’s deep roots with the steel-
guitar laced “Sad One Coming On (A 
Song for George Jones).” Gill, who 
approximates Jones’ clench-jawed 
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at taking familiar favorites, giving them the 
Midwest respect they deserve, and then 
pushing their palates with unexpected 
flavors and textures. He works closely 
with local farmers, making sure to source 
as much Iowa grown produce and protein 
as possible. “The way Joe talks about it,” 
Springman searches for the right words, 
“he is just so eloquent when he talks 
about food. He grew up living off the earth 
– camping, fishing, and gardening. He is 
just an Iowa boy who is passionate about 
cooking for Iowa folk.”

Perfect examples of this can be tasted in 
signature dishes like the Duck Fat Fries, 
Crunch Town Walleye Nuggets, and Country-
Style Catfish. For instance, the Duck Fat 
Fries are described as Yukon Gold potatoes 
double fried in duck fat. Gruyere cheese. 
Black Sheep Bacon™. garlic scape. black 
salt. tomato jam. chicory aioli. If you think 
they sound amazing, they are. Every bite… 
every greasy, bacon-y, cheesy bite. Then 
there are the Crunch Town Walleye Nuggets 
which pay homage to local ingredients 
by coating the walleye in Captain Crunch 
cereal. The slightly sweet crunch offers 
the perfect balance when dipped in the 
specialty Sriracha tartar sauce. If that is 
not enough to tempt the taste-buds, Chef 
Dooley’s hometown take on catfish is sure 
to deliver. Breaded in garbanzo flour then 
deep fried, topped with pickled veggie and 
melon relish, the fish is paired with sweet 
corn and dill hush puppies, and served 
with a red pepper remoulade and house 
hot sauce. 

“We want people to feel the same comfort 
they get when eating a home cooked meal 
but we also want to push our customers’ 
boundaries. Most of all, we want you to feel 
full,” Springman laughs with a smile. “Like, 
we have potatoes on our menu.”

Also on the menu is an impressive list of 
cocktails, spirits, wines and local brews. As 
it is with all truly great bars, the selection 
is inspired by the food  in the kitchen. Much 
like the dishes, each component is hand-
selected to enhance the other ingredients 
of the drink. Springman elaborates, “We 
are pretty serious about our cocktails here. 
We even have guidelines to stay within a 

It started out simple enough. “I have this awesome space. What should we do with 
it?” General Manager Christina Springman recalls being asked by owner Graig Cone a 
little more than three years ago. From that question emerged Cedar Rapids newest, 
most hip restaurant, Black Sheep Social Club. 

Located in the former Great Furniture Mart building on First Street downtown, 
the eatery has lived up to its name since opening this past April. What has quickly 
become the city’s favorite watering hole, the restaurant stands out from the herd 
of Cedar Rapids dining options. “We wanted to create a place that takes you away, 
but doesn’t let you forget that you’re still at home, in Iowa,” Springman explains. 
“The idea was to make food that is familiar, while elevating it with our own twists. We 
wanted people to feel like they could pop in for a burger but have their anniversary 
dinner here as well.”

Helping to successfully accomplish this feat is the luxuriously industrial layout of 
the restaurant, or as Springman jokingly refers to it, “warehouse chic.” It’s a fitting 
description. The rustic brick exterior is offset by a riveted canopy that overhangs the 
main entrance and an antique timepiece that peers from above. Inside, the exposed 
ceiling of wood beams and piping is juxtaposed by bobble-chandeliers and rich leather 
seating accents. A gigantic wrap-around bar fashioned with a zinc top – undoubtedly 
the center-piece of the space – is framed by the intricately tiled, hexagon-pattern 
floor. Two suspended firepits offer intimate gathering spots for groups, while the steel 
beam community table provides a place for neighbors to mix and mingle. Completing 
the “steampunk-esque” motif, the entire restaurant is hugged with cobblestone 
street pavers, and a brass clock adorns the floor of the entryway. 

The architecture is surely impressive but it is Head Chef Joe Dooley’s Iowa soul food 
creations that keep diners coming back. An Anamosa native, Chef Dooley is a master 

A DIFFERENT
TASTE IN TOWN

BLACK SHEEP
SOCIAL CLUB
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“I think we have all felt like a black sheep at one time or another 
but being a social club we offer a place where people can come 
together over a drink or meal,” Springman assures. “We want 
to encourage our guests to meet their neighbors, talk to the 
bartender, be a part of our extended family.”

Black Sheep Social Club’s kitchen is open for lunch from 11-2 PM 
and dinner from 5-10 PM on Monday through Saturday. The bar 
offers a snack menu in-between services and late night on Friday 
and Saturday. Happy Hour is offered during the week from 4-6 
PM, and again on Friday and Saturday from 10-11 PM. Outdoor 
patio seating is offered in-season and free parking is available 
throughout the day in the south lot. For more information, visit 
iamtheblacksheep.com or call 319-200-7070. 

Article & Interior Photos by Alexis Dagit
Food Photo provided by Black Sheep Social Club

certain brix level. Our current cocktail list took over two months 
to finalize.” 

For those unfamiliar, brix is the method for measuring a 
mixture’s sugar content. So yes, they are very serious about 
their drinks but not without a good splash of humor. From 
their own concoctions like the DeLorean (Prairie gin, orange 
such as curacao, Fernet Branca, mint, bubbles), to Vintage 
Variations such as Boulevardier of Broken Dreams (inspired by 
a traditional Boulevardier and “our angsty adolescence”), to 
Vintage Cocktails like the Mary Pickford (a Cruzan light rum and 
pineapple treat, first mixed in 1928 Havana, Cuba), cocktail 
connoisseurs can rejoice in the craftsmanship of each creation. 

Brew crews and wine enthusiasts are in no way neglected 
however. With over 24 regionally selected beers on tap and a 
wine list that spans New and Old World terroirs, these lists rotate 
to bring diners only the best pairing options for their food. 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? the entrance canopy is crafted by conveyor engineering, also 
owned by graig cone; the zinc bar is the largest of its kind in the country and is purposefully 
meant to tarnish over time; the community table was crafted by local artist, dale merrill of  
mt vernon; its douglas fir stools are constructed from the building’s original support beams 
that were removed for the basement garage; the brick walls are made from purington street 
pavers, which are actually larger and harder than brick, making for a sturdier construction.
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- intermission -

Overture to Gypsy
Selections from Carmen
Introduction and All That Jazz from Chicago
I Could Have Danced All Night from My Fair Lady
Back To Before from Ragtime
Ragtime from Ragtime
Think Of Me from Phantom of the Opera
Ring Them Bells
Conga

I Hear a Symphony: Symphonic Sounds of Diana Ross
No More Tears (Enough is Enough)
Gimme Gimme from Thoroughly Modern Millie
Diva’s Lament from Spamalot
Over the Rainbow from The Wizard of Oz
Popular from Wicked
Defying Gravity from Wicked
For Good from Wicked

ACT I

ACT II

Saturday, October 29, 2016, 7:30 PM   Paramount Theatre

Sunday, October 30, 2016, 2:30 PM   Paramount Theatre

POPS SERIES

WICKED DIVAS
 CREATED IN COLLABORATION WITH STEVEN REINEKE

TIMOTHY HANKEWICH  CONDUCTOR
JULIA MURNEY  VOCALS  

EMILY ROZEK  VOCALS
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Overture to Gypsy

Selections from Carmen
I.  Prelude to Act I, from Suite No. 1
II. Aragonaise, from Suite No. 1
III. Habanera, from Suite No. 2
IV. Les Toreadors, from Suite No. 1

Introduction and All That Jazz from Chicago

I Could Have Danced All Night from My Fair Lady

Back To Before from Ragtime

Ragtime from Ragtime

Think Of Me from Phantom of the Opera

Ring Them Bells

Conga

I Hear a Symphony: Symphonic Sounds of Diana Ross

No More Tears (Enough is Enough)

Gimme Gimme from Thoroughly Modern Millie

Diva’s Lament from Spamalot

Over the Rainbow from The Wizard of Oz

  
Popular from Wicked

Defying Gravity from Wicked

For Good from Wicked

JULE STYNE / arr. Robert Russell Bennett

GEORGES BIZET

JOHN KANDER / Orch. Paul McKibbins

ALAN JAY LERNER & FREDERICK LOEWE

STEPHEN FLAHERTY

STEPHEN FLAHERTY / arr. Steven Reineke

ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER / arr. D. Cullen

JOHN KANDER & FRED EBB / arr. Paul McKibbins

ENRIQUE GARCIA / arr. Steven Reineke

VARIOUS / arr. Steven Reineke

PAUL JABARA & BRUCE ROBERTS / arr. Fred Barton

JEANINE TESORI & DICK SCANLAN

DU PRUZ & ERIC IDLE / arr. T. Firth

HAROLD ARLEN & YIP HARBURG /
arr. Skitch Henderson & Dick Lieb

STEPHEN SCHWARTZ / arr. William David Brohn

STEPHEN SCHWARTZ / arr. Randall Craig Fleischer

STEPHEN SCHWARTZ / orch. Torrie Ziyo

ACT I

ACT II

WICKED DIVAS
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JULIA
MURNEY
Julia Murney last appeared 
on Broadway as Elphaba in 
Wicked after playing the 
role on the national tour 
for which she received 
an Acclaim Award. Other 
New York credits include 
Lennon, Andrew Lippa’s 
The Wild Party (Drama 
Desk nomination), Falling 
(Drama Desk nomination), 

The Vagina Monologues, A Class Act, Saved, Crimes of the 
Heart, First Lady Suite, and Time and Again (Lucille Lortel 
nomination). She’s been seen regionally all over the U.S.-
Signature, Williamstown, Reprise!LA, Sacramento Music 
Circus, NCT, Lyric, Rubicon and Goodspeed, to name a few-
and in concert she has performed at Joe’s Pub, Feinstein’s, 
The Kennedy Center, Caramoor, Town Hall and Birdland as 
well as with symphonies nationwide including Peter Nero 
and the Philly Pops and Steven Reineke and the NY Pops at 
Carnegie Hall. Among her TV credits are 30 Rock, Sex and 
the City, Brothers and Sisters, Ed, NYPD Blue, all three Law 
and Orders and about a gazillion voiceovers.

A Syracuse University graduate, her recordings include the 
original cast albums of The Wild Party and A Class Act, 
the Grammy-nominated Actor’s Fund Benefit of Hair and 
her first solo album I’m Not Waiting, which is available on  
Sh-K-Boom records, iTunes, and at juliamurney.com. 

EMILY 
ROZEK
Emily Rozek was most 
recently seen starring as 
Glinda in the Broadway 
hit Wicked. Upon her 
graduation from the Boston 
Conservatory, she made 
her professional debut as 
the principal role of Winnie 
Tate in Annie Get Your Gun 
starring Bernadette Peters. 
She went on to perform 

the lead roles of Millie Dillmount and Miss Dorothy in 
Broadway’s Thoroughly Modern Millie. She has also been 
on national Broadway tours such as Sunset Boulevard as 
Mary and South Pacific as Nellie Forbush. Regional Credits 
include Marta in Company, starring with acclaimed and 
award-winning actress Donna McKechnie, Maggie in A 
Chorus Line, Lizzie in Baby and, most recently, Polly in 
Crazy for You.

She spent four years in Los Angeles making appearances 
in various concerts such as Two’s Company, a tribute to the 
great composers Alan Menkin and Stephen Schwartz. She 
was also featured in the Ford Theatre’s Broadway Unplugged 
Concert. She has also appeared as a guest soloist in Wicked 
Divas with recent and upcoming engagements including 
Dallas Symphony, Utah Symphony, St. Louis Symphony, 
Northeast Pennsylvania Philharmonic, Orchestra Iowa, 
Huntsville Symphony, Fresno Philharmonic, Vancouver 
Symphony, Fort Wayne Philharmonic, Lansing Symphony, 
Symphony Orchestra Augusta, Greensboro Symphony, 
Colorado Springs Philharmonic, Charleston Symphony, 
Memphis Symphony, Colorado Symphony, Youngstown 
Symphony, Elgin Symphony, Reading Symphony, Arkansas 
Symphony, Hamilton Philharmonic, Reno Philharmonic, 
Santa Rosa Symphony, Maui Pops, Anchorage Symphony, 
Symphoria Syracuse, Springfield (MO), and a tour with the 
Pennsylvania Philharmonic. 

THE DIVAS



“The therapy incorporates every type of music. No two therapy session 
are the same. Amy has a really good feel for what will work that day.”
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I DO IT FOR FUN, I DO IT FOR 
ME. I HAVE NO LONG TERM 

GOALS, BUT I SET SHORT TERM 
GOALS FOR MYSELF. TODAY I 

TRY TO GET THROUGH A SONG, 
TOMORROW I WORK THROUGH 

SOMETHING ELSE. MAYBE 
SOME YEARS DOWN THE ROAD 
IT WILL BE MORE, BUT IT’S FINE 

IF IT’S NOT.  CODY JORDAN

people a sense of ‘personal space,’” says Cody. “Since they 
began working on this issue, I’ve seen a lot of improvement.” 

As with Harrison, Amy works with many clients one-on-one. 
A majority of her work focuses on communication skills of 
children who are delayed in their speech. Aside from individual 
therapy, she also offers group sessions in several area nursing 
homes, particularly with older adults who suffer from dementia 
and Alzheimer’s. “Music is a tool that helps them reminisce but 
it also helps with communication, using songs when they have 
lost the ability to communicate otherwise,” elaborates Amy. “It 
gives families and caregivers a chance to interact with their loved 
ones. It also works on gross motor skills which often deteriorate 
with age. They are playing and holding an instrument and don’t 
even realize they are working on these skills.”

Say hello to Cody Jordan. Cody lives in Urbana, Iowa with his 
wife, Jolene, and their two sons, 7-year-old Isaac and Harrison, 
who is 11-years-old.  Harrison is on the Autism spectrum. “The 
treatments we use with Harrison are research based. Part of my 
research led me to look into music therapy, but I had trouble 
finding a program locally.” Cody didn’t let that deter him, 
however. After talking with a few other people, he discovered 
Orchestra Iowa School’s Music Therapist Amy Maurer. “In the 
time we have been working together, Amy has made a significant 
difference in Harrison’s life.”

The impact that music therapy has had on Harrison is more 
recognizable when it comes to his social skills. Cody recounts 
one instance where Amy’s protocols literally saved Harrison’s 
life. “Interacting with the public and wandering off tend to be 
traits that many autistic individuals struggle with early on. We 
were at a family wedding in Washington State and he began 
to wander off onto a busy highway. I employed a technique he 
learned in music therapy and it brought him right back next to 
me. I shudder to think of what would have happened had he 
continued on that path.”

So what makes music therapy such a successful tool for children 
with autism? “I’ve come to understand that oftentimes autistic 
children are driven by predictability,” Cody explains. “It’s 
thought that music, especially with its regular beats, patterns 
and rhythms, somehow open up the brain for other types of 
learning.” Amy uses this theory to her advantage and to the 
benefit of her students, as she mixes in other types of lessons 
and social skills amongst the music. 

And although the sessions between Amy and her students are 
private, she meets briefly with the parents afterwards to review 
what was covered and provide updates on the progress being 
made. She also seeks input from the family. This allows her to 
better focus on issues that the student is struggling with at that 
moment. “Recently Harrison has been having trouble giving 

Music Therapist Amy Maurer works with Harrison during one of his sessions



“My first recital was interesting! I have a high degree of performance anxiety and I was sweating bullets. I wore a tight bow tie and could hardly breathe! 
But now I am more comfortable playing in front of other people in different situations… I’m having a good time and don’t plan to quit anytime soon.”
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There have been other connections made 
too. Not long after starting cello, Cody went 
to his first classical concert, the Orchestra 
Iowa Chamber Players’ presentation of 
Russian Troika. “I’d never seen anything 
like it. I’ve heard cello played during 
lessons, but I’d never seen violin and cello 
played like that! It was so powerful!”

Looking back, Cody couldn’t be happier 
that he found the Orchestra Iowa School 
– not only as a resource for Harrison’s 
music therapy but for his own learning as 
well. “I looked at several places when I 
thought about lessons. I’m so glad I chose 
this program. Through coming here with 
Harrison, I knew it to be a good place. It just 
feels comfortable, safe. Sometimes after a 
bad day at work, I get home, break out my 
cello and begin playing. It helps me to relax, 
to refocus, to center and balance. Finding it 
has been a good thing, for all of us.” 

Article by Karen Liegl 
Music Therapy Photo by Kate Allen 

Family Photo provided by the Jordans

The results Amy sees with her music therapy clients are profound. In Harrison’s case, 
his doctors are aware of the music therapy treatments and have been supportive 
of it as an important part of the treatment package. The overall treatments he has 
received have advanced him to a very high functioning level.

But for Cody and his family, Harrison’s improvements haven’t been the only thing 
effected by his music therapy sessions. Cody himself has recently taken to learning 
an instrument. “I’m not sure how that happened,” he laughs. “In high school I did 
what I thought was expected of me and was all into athletics. But I always wanted to 
play music. Being here with Harrison, I saw a variety of musicians and instruments 
come through the door. So I started listening to classical pieces on YouTube.”

The first piece he listened to was of Yo-Yo Ma playing the cello. That video made a deep 
impression and ultimately helped Cody to settle on his own instrument of choice. “I 
told my wife I was going to play cello. I don’t think she believed me at first, but then I 
came home with one, rented at first, and she got used to the idea.” Once he was fully 
committed, Cody made the decision to purchase his own. “I’ve been at it for about 
a year now, so if it’s a midlife crisis, at least mine is not parked out in the driveway.”

Taking up a new instrument isn’t without it’s challenges though. He equates reading 
sheet music to be as cryptic as deciphering his wife’s grocery lists. “Music theory is 
something I struggled with in the beginning.”  But overall, learning to play has been 
a source of enjoyment for Cody. He finds when he plays, people will gather to listen 
and that aspect has really been fun for him. 

He also feels that his family has a greater connection since they started working on 
music. Harrison is a percussionist in the school band. Jolene played clarinet in high 
school and appreciates how moving music can be. Cody expounds on this saying, “It 
helps build a bond between us. I’m starting to work at playing pieces with percussion 
added so Harrison and I can play together. It gives me a window into what Harrison 
faces learning drums, as I work through the same difficulties learning cello.”

Music Therapist Amy Maurer works with Harrison during one of his sessions The Jordan Family from Left to Right: Harrison, Cody, Isaac & Jolene



Music curriculum at the 
Orchestra Iowa School 

is individualized for each 
student, so people of all skill 
levels can enjoy the benefits 

of private lessons.

Lesson are available 
in the following intervals 
depending on skill level

30-minutes: early elementary 
45-minute: middle school 

60-minute: high school / adult 

INDIVIDUAL MUSIC LESSONS

Tuition includes 40 lessons in a calendar year, participation in group class (availability dependent on 
studio), recital fees and other student perks including complimentary Orchestra Iowa student & companion 

tickets and invitations to enrichment seminars and masterclasses. Lessons may begin at any time. 
For more information or to register, please call 319.366.8206.

Clock Tower Plaza         1801 2nd Street, Ste 130           Coralville, IA 52241           319.351.8374     

www.artsiowa.com/school
http://reckviolin.com/
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It was ______________ a�ernoon and the Orchestra Iowa concert was only 

______________  away. Pizzicato had a lot to do to get ready before the 

symphony. First he had to ______________  his music. At the concert, they 

were going to play three of Pizzicato’s favorite songs: Twinkle, Twinkle 

____________  ____________  by Mozart, The Flight of the ____________  by 

Rimsky-Korsakov and In the _____________  of the Mountain ____________  

by Grieg. A�er Pizzicato finished doing that, he had to pick up his bow tie 

from the ______________ . When he returned home, he just had enough 

______________  to ______________  and ______________  before getting 

dressed. Pizzicato’s best friend, Maestro Tim Hankewich was going to give 

him a ______________  to the concert in his brand new ______________. 

Maestro Tim is very careful when he has passengers with him, so it took 

them ______________  to make it to the theater. By the time they found 

a ______________ , they only had a few minutes before the symphony 

started, so they ______________  into the theater. They made it just in time! 

The music sounded ______________ . The audience ______________ the 

symphony so much, that when the concert was over they 

______________, ______________  and shouted ______________ .

MUSICAL MAD LIBS
WORD BANK

MUSICAL MAD LIBS: In the word bank column, choose a word for each
type of speech listed below the line. Once you have filled in all the words,

transfer the words to their matching spaces in the story. Read the story
outloud and enjoy laughing at your funny creation!



Your Payroll. 
Your Future.

319-294-9426    www.future-systems.net
6045 Rockwell Dr NE Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

WORKING 
In Concert

your business + our expertise

www.cityrevealed.com/
https://www.uiccu.org/
http://www.future-systems.net/
http://www.pkmidwest.com/
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Hasan Minhaj : Homecoming King

The Mountain Goats
Dark Star Orchestra
Co-presented by Iowa City Yacht Club

Capitol Steps
Sponsored by Hands Jewelers

John Waters
Co-presented with FilmScene 

Shovels & Rope
Alloy Orchestra Presents;
Man with a Movie Camera
Co-presented with FilmScene

Rick Riordan - sold out
Presented by Iowa City Book Festival and 
Prairie Lights Bookstore 

Eric Andre

An Acoustic Evening 
with John Hiatt
Co-presented with Frank Productions 

Nick Lowe

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

BATTLE TRANCE
Tuesday, October 11 at 7:00 p.m.

Join us for a FREE community concert featuring avant garde tenor saxophone 
quartet Battle Trance! This event is free and open to the public, and will be an 

unmissable night of music. More information at englert.org.

"mesmerizing...a floating tapestry of fascinating textures made up of tiny 
musical motifs, and a music that throbs with tension between stillness and 

agitation, density and light."
-  the  New York Times on Battle Trance

http://www.englert.org/
http://www.visionsbycarl.com/


FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ADVERTISING 319.366.8206 OR OVERTURE@ORCHESTRAIOWA.ORG

1-877-549-7469
AT  GBPAC .COM
BUY  T I CKETS

CA N A D I A N  B R A S S  
D E C .  4 ,  2 0 1 6

CA L M U S
F E B .  2 ,  2 0 1 7

J O I N  U S
FOR THE 2016-2017 SEASON 

http://www.artsiowa.com/overture/
http://www.gbpac.com/
www.artsiowa.com/tickets/concerts/a-night-in-prague/


http://www.artsiowa.com/tickets/concerts/video-games-live/


OVERTURE MAGAZINE FALL 201662

Scene & Seen features highlights from pre & post concert gatherings to special award 
ceremonies, from glitzy galas to behind-the-curtain chaos. So don’t be shy, turn to 
camera and smile! Here are a few from Big Bad VooDoo Daddy with Orchestra Iowa.



Voices from Around the World - Oct 23 & 24
Voices of Our Country - Nov 5

Holiday Voices - Dec 4 & 5
Annual Broadway Gala Event - Feb 3 & 4

Mezzo-Sopranos  in Concert - Mar 13
Voices from Heaven and Earth - Apr 2 & 3

Chorale Midwest Vocal Jazz Ensemble - May 6
B Minor Mass with Orchestra Iowa - June 3-4

Voices from Around the World - Oct 23 & 24
Voices of Our Country - Nov 5

Holiday Voices - Dec 4 & 5
Annual Broadway Gala Event - Feb 3 & 4

Mezzo-Sopranos  in Concert - Mar 13
Voices from Heaven and Earth - Apr 2 & 3

Chorale Midwest Vocal Jazz Ensemble - May 6
B Minor Mass with Orchestra Iowa - June 3-4Dr. Bradley T. Barrett, artistic director

Visit www.kirkwood.edu/ballantyne for ticket information.

UPCOMING 
PERFORMING 

ARTS AT 

KIRKWOOD 
COMMUNITY 

COLLEGE

FALL MUSICAL: 
THE 1940’S RADIO HOUR
November 3 - 6, 2016

INSTRUMENTAL JAZZ 
ENSEMBLE AND JAZZ COMBOS
November 12, 2016

JAZZ TRANSIT, CHAMBER 
SINGERS AND CONCERT 
CHOIR
December 2, 2016

CONCERT BAND
December 10, 2016

HARRY POTTER
AND THE SORCERER’S SYMPHONY

October 30 // 4 pm
GBPAC, Cedar Falls

WCFSYMPHONY.ORG // 319.273.3373

Experience John Williams’ 
magical music for Harry 

Potter alongside the 
symphonic classics that 

inspired him.
Shows on Wednesdays through Sundays!

Oct. 13 - Nov. 6
Two hours of non-stop laughs!

Join in on the fun with the Pink Ladies & the T-Birds!

39 38th Ave, Amana
319-622-6262 / OLDCREAMERY.COM

FALL 2016 OVERTURE MAGAZINE 63

http://www.riversidetheatre.org/
http://www.choralemidwest.org/
http://revivaltheatrecompany.com/
http://www.kirkwood.edu/
http://wcfsymphony.org/
http://www.oldcreamery.com/


http://kdat.com/


An Evening with... ThePianoGuys
Broadway at the Paramount

September 22

Soldier’s Tale
Orchestra Iowa Chamber Players

September 23-25

Fab Four
The Ultimate Tribute

September 24

Ole and Lena
Win a Cruise

September 25 

Grace Potter
September Tour

September 29

Celtic Thunder
Legacy

October 2

Elvis Costello
Detour Tour

October 3

Ghost
Popestar Tour

October 5

 for KING & COUNTRY
“Priceless” The Tour 

October 6

Koplant No
First Friday Jazz at Opus

October 7

 Get the Led Out
The “American Led Zeppelin”

October 9

Pastoral Beethoven
Orchestra Iowa Masterworks

October 14-15

Masters of Illusion
“Believe The Impossible”

October 18

An Evening with Vince Gill
Paramount Presents

October 19

Loreena McKennitt
A Trio Performance

October 20

Lyle Lovett & Robert Earl Keen
at the Paramount Theatre

October 23

The Moody Blues
Fly Me Home Tour

October 25

Octonauts  Live!
Deep Sea Volcano Adventure

October 26

Wicked Divas
Orchestra Iowa Pops

October 29-30

Bob Washut Trio
First Friday Jazz at Opus

November 4

A Night in Prague
Orchestra Iowa Masterworks

November 11-12

Buddy Guy
at the Paramount Theatre

November 18 

Ron White
at the Paramount Theatre

November 19

Paw Patrol Live!
Race to the Rescue

November 22-23

Church Basement Ladies
mmm... Heavenly

November 27 

Elf the Musical 
Broadway at the Paramount

November 28 

Local on the 8’s
First Friday Jazz at Opus

December 2



YOU 
STAY 
CLASSICAL, 
IOWA.

CLASSICAL

91.7FM 89.5FM 101.7FM

CEDAR RAPIDS
IOWA CITY

QUAD CITIES
WATERLOO

CEDAR FALLS

STREAMING ONLINE AT IOWAPUBLICRADIO.ORG

DUBUQUE

http://iowapublicradio.org/

